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hi everyone, welcome to the talk you’ve been waiting for! please put your hands up if you consider yourself software developer. how about software engineer? why do 
you consider yourself that? how about software craftsman?


now my purpose is to hopefully convert more of you into craftsmen way of thinking.


for the non-devs, this talk will still beneficial for you as you can be design craftsmen or hardware craftsmen.



WHO’S THIS GUY?

▸ Victor Augusteo 

▸ Senior iOS Dev @ Tabcorp 

▸ Mostly Apple and web apps 

▸ augusteo@gmail.com 

▸ linkedin.com/in/victoraugusteo

mailto:augusteo@gmail.com
http://linkedin.com/in/victoraugusteo


Craftsmanship

Share & Grow

two parts talk: 

- what is software craftsmanship and how does it help you


- my goal is by understanding this may we produce better software with fewer bugs and better customer experience


second part is

- how sharing and teaching will help you learn and grow

- my goal is you may learn more efficiently and share more of what you learned.


they are very closely related to each other and the concepts can be applied to both techies and non-techs alike.



Why not 
engineering?

first of all, why not software engineering?


engineering:

-treats devs equally as automatons/resources, but as we know, even with equal year of experiences, devs are vasly different

-assumes highly degree of control and predictability, but software is often unpredictable.

-approved/set body of knowledge, exams and certification before we can call ourself engineer, we don’t really have that in software

-generally end-goal is set in advance, like a bridge from A-B or nuclear power plant. software doesn’t have that luxury and generally changes requirements daily



craftsmanship places the craftsman at the centre of the process


Craftsmen 

– Dedicates their working life to getting better at the craft 

– Learns their skills through apprenticeship to a master craftsman 

– Aims for mastery of the craft 

– Teaches others through apprenticeship 

– Builds a reputation based on what they deliver • Not what exams they have passed

- passion for your craft is optional. it helps, but definitely you can be successful craftsman without passion.



WITH THE RISE OF 
INDUSTRIALIZATION 
THERE ARE FEWER AND 
FEWER CRAFTSMEN. 
ONE OF THE BIGGEST 
REMAINING GROUPS IS 
COMPUTER 
PROGRAMMERS.

Paul Graham.

so who is this guy and why should we listen to him? 


he is cofounder of YCombinator, the famed startup incubator that launches thousands of profitable startups. he writes many esteemed essays. this quote is from one 
titled ‘How to make wealth’



1999 2001 2009

concept isn’t new. the classics embrace it.


Pragmatic programmer’s subtitle is ‘from journeyman to master’ and it is filled with extremely useful tips and tricks to help you master the craft.


Software craftsmanship new imperative talks about the situation that we are facing now. As the demand for software has exploded, the software engineering 
establishment has attempted to adapt to the changing times with short training programs that teach the syntax of coding languages. But writing code is no longer the 
hard part of development; the hard part is figuring out what to write. This kind of know-how demands a skilled craftsman, not someone who knows only how to pass a 
certification course. still true 15 years after the book is published ya.


and the apprenticeship patterns writes itself similar to the design patterns and refactoring books. it goes through many patterns that we can follow on the path to 
mastery.



copy pasted from the ‘software craftsmanship manifesto’ website. just google it. 

a followup of the agile manifesto.



i started as novice back in high school around 15 years ago. developing simple html-js webpages for my MMO guild. 


My proper apprenticeship started when I enrolled into uni degree because that’s where i started to learn from masters.


so what’s apprenticeship anyway?



apprentice is the beginner. the student. the squire.


the most important thing for an apprentice to do is learn from the right people.


in game of thrones or medieval era, an apprentice who wants to learn new craft will have to look for a master to study from. just like podrick learns better from brienne to 
be a knight, and not from tyrion. Tyrion is a master in his own right, but definitely not master of swordfighting.


thankfully for us, with the advent of the internet and printing press, it’s easy to learn from the masters of the craft through books, videos and courses.


to recap, Apprenticeship is the state/process of evolving and looking for better ways and finding people, companies and situations that force you to learn those better/
smarter/faster ways. 



in iOS, apprentices would learn about

1. interface builders and iOS controls

2. swift basics, OOP, MVC

3. CocoaTouch framework


so what’s the next step after apprenticeship?



The journeyman is focused on building 
an ever-larger portfolio of applications 
that demonstrates his progress in the 
craft; he moves between projects and 
masters, seeking to diversify and deepen 
his portfolio; he seeks to elevate his 
status within the community; and he 
strives to become ready to be a master. 

Apprenticeship Patterns, p. 31

i consider myself a journeyman. good enough to be paid to craft software, but not good enough to be a master yet.



journeyman iOS devs would be expected to master

1. swift generics and protocol oriented programming

2. autolayout and size classes in code and storyboards

3. networking - parsing/sending Json

4. GCD and threading

5. the list grows everyday.



lastly we have the masters.

in the old days, a expert journeyman has to produce a ‘Masterpiece’ that has to be accepted by other masters before allowed to join the guild. 


in software craftsmanship, this would be the people who has mastered their craft, produced masterpieces and shares their superior skills to advance their professions 
and the wider world. there is no certificate for it. we can’t just copy the masterpiece either, because you have to create your own.


on scale of 1-10, on a good day, you might rate yourself as 8s or 9s. but once you see the works of the masters, you realise the scales goes up to 100s or 1000s.


1. linus torvalds is one of those people. his masterpiece is of course linux and git which changed the whole computing landscape forever

2. chris lattner for creating LLVM, CLang, and Swift. the iOS would be a very different world without him

3. richard stallman for creating the GNU projects which is the base for Linux kernel; and the Free Software Foundation that started the open-source movement

4. many others!



part 1 summary:

we want to grow from apprentice to master. maybe to the point where thousands of people enjoys and benefit from our work.


software development is more craft than engineering

as craftsman we strive to better ourself through path of mastery


any questions for this before we move on to the second part?



so now we know that to progress from journeyman to master, we need to grow our skill. did you know that sharing those skills will actually help you grow as well as help 
others grow?



before you share, you need to learn first. the simplest way to learn is by reading books of course. Personally I learn much of my dev skills from books. Do not read those 
books like a novel; from start to finish. try to understand parts of it and try them out. and comes back to it later on.



here are some books that i recommend for learning more about software development, in addition to the 3 that we saw about software craftsmanship.


how many of you has read more than 3 books? 2? 1?


i’ve read one of those and currently reading ‘refactoring’. sometimes it’s hard to find application in our daily life.



those are the books that i have read and can personally recommend.


so what do we do beside reading books? practice of course!



the old adage says ‘Practice makes perfect’. but not all kinds of practice works the same way. what we want to do is deliberate practice. it has to be: 

improving specific skill, repeated with continuous feedback and it must be challenging/hard.

there is no point repeating something that you already mastered over and over again.



one great way to practice is by doing Code Kata. Kata is a pattern in karate that can be practiced alone over and over again.

one website with kata template is codekata.com

each kata will be a short exercise 30-60minutes long and can be solved in multiple ways. just remember to get feedback/review to improve as doing it in isolation can 
develop bad habits.


you can also create your own katas and share it with us!



now beside growing your skill through study and practice, you must also share you learnings with others.

why is it so important?



imagine that you have two groups of people. on the left you have team mango. on the right team avocado.

they are about to attend a lecture. 

team mango was told that they will have to teach the material to others.

team avocado was told that they will be tested on this.


which team do you think scores better on a test?

hands up if you think team mango wins.

hands up if you think team avocado wins.


team mango performs significantly better in the test.



“When teachers prepare to teach, they tend to seek out key points and organize information into a coherent structure,” the author said said. “Our results suggest that 
students also turn to these types of effective learning strategies when they expect to teach.”


this is by a study from St Louis Washington University.


even the intention to teach will already improve your retention compared to just listens or read. so I want you to approach your learning from now on with different 
perspective.



i know most of us codes everyday and can’t really be bothered to write after we get home. but blogging is one of the most cost effective way to share knowledge. it 
benefit you too as you need to deconstruct what you have learned and structure it.


another good way to share is to do brown bag sessions in the office. or you can come to meetups like this one and give a short talk! come talk to us and we will help you 
with your talk.



▸ email me augusteo@gmail.com 

▸ connect on linkedin.com/in/victoraugusteo 

▸ http://psych.wustl.edu/memory/nestojko/
NestojkoBuiKornellBjork%282014%29.pdf 

▸ http://www.paulgraham.com/wealth.html 

▸ http://manifesto.softwarecraftsmanship.org/ 

▸ images from: pexels.com & unsplash.com & raywenderlich.com 

▸ book covers from goodreads.com
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